
 

Sleep makes it possible for babies to associate
words with content—and not with noise
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After a midday nap in babies who fell asleep after the learning phases, the brain
could differentiate between the right and wrong term for a new object, in this
case a new version of a 'Bofel' or a 'Zuser'. © MPI CBS Credit: MPI CBS

While babies sleep, astonishing processes take place in their brains.
Scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain
Sciences (MPI CBS) in Leipzig observed that babies succeed in
associating a meaning with a word between the age of six and eight
months—a capability which until now was known for older children and
adults. Memory which is assigned to the meaning of words passes
through the same stages during sleep that also happen in typical lexical
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development: So-called protowords which combine only simultaneously
occurring visual and acoustic stimuli become real words that are
connected to content.

The scientists investigated these relations by introducing six- to eight-
month-old infants to fantasy objects which they gave fantasy names such
as "Bofel" or "Zuser". Objects that differed only in form or colour were
called the same names—just as cats are called "cats" although they differ
in their details. The researchers chose these fictitious objects to make
sure that the young study participants could not access any existing
knowledge.

From the infants' brain reaction it was clear that the children could not
connect new objects of the same category with the corresponding name.
That means they did not recognise a new Bofel as a "Bofel" although it
was quite similar to the previously seen Bofel versions. For the babies,
every new object-word pair was unknown and unique, they could not yet
build a general relation between them.

This changed after a midday nap. In babies who fell asleep after the
learning phases, the brain could differentiate between the right and
wrong term for a new object. They had consolidated their knowledge
while sleeping. Babies that stayed awake could not manage to do so.

Interestingly, the children developed two different types of knowledge
depending on the duration of sleep. After a half-hour nap they showed a
brain reaction which three-month-olds already have after associating a
visual stimulus with an acoustic one. During their nap they filtered
similar features out of the objects and connected them with the sound of
a word. Similar to the three-month-old babies, they perceived the word
as a random sound with no meaning.

Unlike the infants who napped for half an hour, babies that slept for
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about 50 minutes showed a brain reaction that was previously only
known for older children and adults. Here, the so-called N400
component occurred, which signals that incongruous meanings were
processed in the brain—whether it be in sentences, word pairs, picture
stories or object-word pairs. By means of this component the researchers
were able to recognise that the young participants in fact learnt the
meaning of the words.

"Our results demonstrate that children hold real word meanings in their
long-term memory much earlier than assumed. Although the brain
structures relevant for this type of memory are not fully matured, they
can already be used to a distinguishable extent", explains Angela D.
Friederici, director at MPI CBS and senior author of the underlying
study which has recently been published in Current Biology.

In this context, one stage of sleep could be of particular importance: The
duration of the second of the four stages of sleep, in particular, seems to
have an important influence on the development of lexical memory.
"During this light sleep, the transition from a simple early developing
form of lexical memory to an advanced later developing form evidently
takes place", says study leader Manuela Friedrich. "These two types of
memory which develop during sleep are comparable with those that we
know from infant development. Whereas during sleep there are just
minutes in between the two types, in typical development there are
months." The formation of memory content in sleep clearly takes place
in fast motion.

"In our study, however, the babies received such a lot of information
which they normally pick up within a longer time period", Manuela
Friedrich adds. "But only during sleep, when the child's brain is
disconnected from the outer world, can it filter and save essential
relations. Only during the interaction between awake exploration and
ordering processes while sleeping can early cognitive and linguistic
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capabilities develop properly."

  More information: Manuela Friedrich et al, The Sleeping Infant Brain
Anticipates Development, Current Biology (2017). DOI:
10.1016/j.cub.2017.06.070
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